force. [informal]  I Lambert gave Luckwell a hefty shove to send him on his way.

Hegeonomy is a situation in which one country, organization, or group has more power, control, or importance than others. [formal]

A heifer is a young cow that has not yet had a calf.

Height [heights] n-var [of with pos] The height of a person or thing is their size or length from the bottom to the top. I am 5'6" in height. The wave here has a length of 20 feet and a height of 10 feet. He was a man of medium height. N-var/uncount Height is the quality of being tall. She admits that her height is intimidating for some men. N-var A particular height is the distance that something is above the ground or above something else mentioned. A test in which a 6.3 kilogram weight was dropped on it from a height of 1 metre. N-count A height is a high position or place above the ground. I am not afraid of heights. N-sing When an activity, situation, or organization is at its height, it is at its most powerful, influential, or intense. During the early sixteenth century emigration from Britain to the Americas was at its height.

If you say that something is at its height, you mean that it is at its most powerful, influential, or intense. If something reaches great heights, it becomes very extreme or intense. The mid-1970s, when house prices rose to absurd heights. Also of

see area

also look up:

altitude, elevation, peak

word partnerships:

Use n-count with:

average height, medium height, the right height

height and weight, height and width, height and the height of someone's career

the height of fashion, popularity, style

reach a height

word links:

heighten (heightens, heightening, heightened) verb If something heightened a feeling or if the feeling heightened, the feeling increases in degree or intensity. I [n] The noise has heightened tension in the state. I [verb] His interest heightened. I [speech] ...heightened awareness of the dangers that they now face.

nouns:

height (heights) n-count [with or without] An heir is someone who has the right to inherit a person's money, property, or title when that person dies. I the heir to the throne.

hearsay (hearsay) n-count [with or without] An heirloom is an ornament or other object that has belonged to a family for a very long time and that has been handed down from one generation to another.

heaven (heavens) n-count [of a cloud] A hearse is a robbery, especially one to which money, jewellery, or art is stolen. [criminal]

word usage:

factory

heavenly: [adj] (heavenly) adj [of] Heaven is a place where the Devil lives, and where wicked people are sent to be punished when they die. He is usually imagined as being under the ground and full of flames.

Heaven is the place where the Devil lives, and where wicked people are sent to be punished when they die. He is usually imagined as being under the ground and full of flames.

The empty house is a symbol of heaven. [informal] The empty heaven is a symbol of heaven. [informal] The empty heaven is a symbol of heaven. [informal]
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